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Everyone is Welcome to LFE Meetings! 
LFE club meetings are held at 11am on the first 

Saturday of each month at the LFE field. 
 

 

 

2023 LFE Board of Directors 

Lenny Farin (650)766-4864 
Tom Bilotti          (925)820-3347 
Jerry Crans (510)504-0744 
Ed Becker (925)518-0674 
Julius Bertolucci (925)373-1687 
Chris Orsini (925)245-1154 
Lou Rodriguez (925)640-3496 
Jeff Hollfelder (415)559-5156 
Brian Dethier (925)980-5391 

 

2023 LFE Club Officers & Flight Instructors 
President  Lenny Farin 
Vice President Julius Bertolucci 
Treasurer Tom Bilotti 
Secretary Jerry Crans 
Membership Chairman Lou Rodriguez 
Safety Officer Brian Dethier   
Field Maintenance Chairman Tom Bennett 
Quartermaster  Jay Raimondi 
Flight Instruction Coordinator Jeff Hollfelder 
Flight Instructors (Fixed Wing) Tom Bennett 
 Chris Orsini 
 Eric Schellenberger   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Newsletter Editor and Web Master: Edward 
Becker 

Email:  Newsletter@lferc.com 
 

Newsletter Deadline: Any information to be 
included in The Flyer should be submitted to the 
email listed above no later than the 25th of the 
month for inclusion in the next newsletter.  All 
submissions should be in plain text or Microsoft 
Word format in 12-point Arial.  Permission is 
hereby granted to reproduce any part of “The 
Flyer” provided source credit is given.   

 

 

Club Information: 
 

Real-time weather and field cameras – 
www.lferc.com and select “Weather & 
Cameras” 

 
Board of Directors: directors@lferc.com 

 
Mailing Address:  
      Livermore Flying Electrons RC Club, Inc. 
      P.O. Box 2182 
      Livermore, Ca. 94551 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:Newsletter@lferc.com
http://www.lferc.com/
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From The Editor 
By Ed Becker 

LFE Newsletter Editor 

 
Greetings LFE club members!  If you’ve been to 
the field recently, you’ve undoubtedly noticed 
how nicely manicured the grass areas are.  On 
behalf of the club, thanks to Tom, Mark, Oscar, 
and Mike (and his friend).  The field looks great! 
 
See you at the next meeting and at the field. 
 
-Ed Becker   
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LFE Hot Items  

May 2023 

 

Bulletins and 

Reminders  

for LFE Members 

By: Lou Rodriguez 

 

 

Low Passes - Revisited 

 

Low passes must be flown over the far edge of 

the runway or over the Astro Turf. Do not make 

high-speed passes if the traffic pattern is busy. 

Downwind high-speed passes are not allowed 

if anyone else is flying. Be considerate of your 

fellow modelers. 

 

Share the Air 

 

Wait a minute or two. Allow pilots to complete 

their flight and land before you take the runway. 

 

Avoid conflict. Adjust your flight pattern to fit in 

with other traffic. 

 

Good communication helps prevent accidents 

and incidents. Talk to each other at the flight 

line. 

 

Damage Assessment 

 

A prop strike on takeoff or landing can have 

serious consequences. Do not use a damaged 

or out-of-balance propeller.  

 

Check your aircraft routinely for signs of 

damage. Make proper repairs before flying. 

  

Fuel Spills 

 

Fuel spills on tables, the ramp surface, or 

taxiways are not acceptable. Do not refuel on 

the tables. Capture overflow in a container. The 

runway and pit area have been recently 

resurfaced at great expense. Don’t ruin it. 

 

Federal Aviation Administration 

 

All RC pilots (drone operators) must comply 

with FAA requirements. For more information 

visit: 

https://www.faa.gov/uas/getting_started.  

 

SJSU at LFE 

 

San Jose State 

Aerospace Engineering 

students will be at the LFE 

field on May 6, sharing their latest projects. This is 

an opportunity to exchange information between 

modelers and enthusiastic young Aerospace 

Engineers. Our young LFE members are 

encouraged to come out to watch, engage with the 

SJSU teams, and be inspired. 

 

SJSU students will arrive between 9:00-10:00. 

There will also be flight demos and “Show and Tell” 

during the day. 

 

Spring Clean May 13 

 

The annual Field Clean-up is on May 13 starting 

around 8:30. All LFE members are asked to 

come out and help. 

 

Have fun! But do it safely

https://www.faa.gov/uas/getting_started
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On the Safe Side 
Beware the "Hun" in the Sun 

by Jim Tiller (jtiller@hotmail.com) 

The phrase ‘Beware the Hun in the Sun’ dates 
back to World War I. Allied pilots used this idiom 
to remember to watch for enemy airplanes 
using the glaring sun to mask their diving 
attacks. It remains a standard combat tactic to 
this day.  

What does this have to do with safety? How 
often have you heard the dreaded, "I haven’t got 
it," while standing in the pits or on the flightline. 
Although these are often mechanical or radio 
issues, sometimes they are not. We have all 
experienced the temporary loss of orientation in 
flight and with those new to the RC skies, it is 
more common than we’d like to think. Loss of 
control is one of the most common reasons 
cited in severe crashes. Therefore it becomes a 
high-priority safety concern.  

Although we usually don’t have to worry about 
gun toting RC airplanes diving on us spitting 
bullets, the glaring sun can be a problem to 
even the most experienced RC pilots when our 
airplane flies across the orb of the sun. For 
those few seconds and the time it takes for your 
eyes to recover, you have lost control of your 
aircraft.  

What can we do to minimize the problem? First, 
given we aviate mostly for recreation; we can 
choose when and where we fly. We can choose 
to postpone flight until the sun is in a more 
favorable position or find a spot of sky that does 
not bring our line of sight across the sun.  

But at a contest or a fun-fly sometimes we don’t 
have a choice. Anything else we can do? On 
bright, sunny days, wear good-quality polarized 
sun glasses (they should also be ANSI-rated 
safety lenses as well—see a previous safety 
column). Remember that even the best 
sunglasses will not protect your eyes from 
damage when looking directly at the sun, but 
they will help with the glare and minimize the 
time your airplane disappears in the sky. 

Combine glasses with a hat or cap with a bill. 
This gives you a built-in sun visor.  

But gizmos only go so far. What do you do 
when your airplane disappears in the sun? The 
simple answer is don’t panic, it will reappear 
again on the other side. Keep the sticks where 
they were and let the airplane do the flying. Try 
not to do anything frantic until you have 
reacquired the plane on the other side. This 
may sound like simple advice, but it is easy—
especially for new pilots—to get disoriented. 

One of the most common problems is to 
mistake the orientation of the airplane as it 
reappears as a shadow. Once again, let it fly for 
a moment as you re-establish your visual cues 
as to attitude and direction. If that fails, give a 
small stick movement to the left. If it turns left, it 
is going away from you, if it turns right, it is 
coming toward you. These small test 
movements will soon get you back to normal. 
This advice is also good for newbies when your 
airplane gets out there so far you can’t see it 
clearly anymore.  

Another problem encountered when you go 
through the sun is white spots that appear in 
your eyes from the sensory overload. These 
spots can be bad enough that you can’t see 
your airplane. In this case, remember the spots 
most often occur in the center of your vision, so 
re-establish contact using your peripheral 
vision. 

In this or any serious loss-of-control situation, 
immediately call out for help. As I began this 
discourse, the words "I haven’t got it" will 
certainly get the attention of those around you. 
Briefly explain your situation and have them 
help you return the plane to level flight. Even if 
you are an experienced pilot, hand over the 
transmitter if need be. Don’t be embarrassed or 
prideful. Safety should be your first concern. 
And it could also save one of your expensive 
airplanes. 

Still, it might be fun to put on the leather flying 
helmet and the dark goggles that those vintage 
aviators wore in days of old. Throw in a silk 
scarf for good measure. It won’t do much for 

mailto:jtiller@hotmail.com
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helping your vision on sunny days, but it will 
certainly make you noticed at the flying field.  

Summer Events 

With summer coming, many of you are planning 
your summer flying schedule. I encourage all of 
you to try to get to at least one out-of-town 
event. First, you get to make some new friends 
or reacquaint yourself with some old ones. You 
also get to see lots of beautiful airplanes. I 
always come away with some new ideas stolen 
from someone or something at an event. I enjoy 
seeing how other people mount or rig their 
systems. I am always impressed by the 
creativity I see in our hobby. 

But perhaps the best part is to expand you 
horizons. I have been part of the same club for 
about 15 years. There is a comfort that comes 
with that history. But it also makes you 
complacent. I know our safety rules and our 
flying styles and don’t even think much about it 
anymore. If you go to another club’s event, it 
forces you outside those familiar surroundings 
and makes you a better, safer flier.  

When you do go to an outside event, the safety 
rules are a two-way street. It is up to you as a 
participant to know the safety rules of the club 
field and abide by them. It is also incumbent on 
the hosting club to make sure that all the 
attendees all have the field rules and any 
particular event safety rules or any other issues 
of concerns.  

At any event, remember the best rule is the 
Golden Rule. It never fails.  

Happy summer flying. 

 

 

 

 

Club Corner 
A Different Perspective on Safety in Our 

Hobby 
by Jim Wallen (sjwallen@tde.com) 

 Most of the time when we talk about safety in 
our hobby we think about things that are 
associated with our aircraft and how we fly 
them. There are other aspects you may want to 
consider to make your club a safer place to fly. 

Skin cancers are becoming much more 
commonplace. By the nature of our hobby we 
spend a lot of time out in the sun and subject 
ourselves to the damage caused by radiation 
when we choose to not wear sun protection 
products. If possible, keep sunscreen at the 
flying site for use by the members. Some health 
organizations may subsidize the cost. Slather it 
on when at the field and a life may be saved. 
Remember, cloudy weather can be just as 
harmful as blue skies. 

Just a simple reminder: whenever possible 
avoid flying at the field by yourself. You may 
find yourself in trouble very quickly with no one 
around to help you. 

I received an email from Stuart Carr from 
Crosswinds the other day and he had some 
pearls of wisdom about CPR at the flying field. I, 
for one, have experienced a couple of 
occasions where CPR was appropriate at the 
flying site. Donald Sass, an M.D. from Myrtle 
Beach, South Carolina, had these comments: 

"As a director of anesthesia training programs in 
U.S. Navy and civilian hospitals, and as a 
retired anesthesiologist, I know CPR cannot be 
best learned simply by watching a video or 
seeing it performed by actors on House, M.D., 
or similar TV programs. CPR can be lifesaving, 
but the need for CPR has to be recognized 
quickly when it is there, procedures initiated 
quickly and performed properly. The final 
approach is not the time to think ‘what do I do’ 
especially if you are alone in the cockpit or at 
the field." 

Donald gives thanks to Ed Eversole, himself an 
EMT, to Larry Falsetto, and to other members of 

mailto:sjwallen@tde.com
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the Executive Committee for promoting CPR 
training again this year. I am sure that classes 
can be set up to benefit your club as well. A 
human life saved because a club member took 
the initiative to set up some CPR training might 
well be one of life’s greatest rewards. 

 

Concentration and Focus: Yours (And Your 
Airplane's) Best Friend 

by Rob Mawer, Simi Valley Flyers, California 

Every time I do something dumb, I seem 
compelled to write about it. This article is about 
following the first rule of (full-scale) flying that I 
learned—before all other things, fly the airplane. 
Like all future FAA pilots, my instructor 
bombarded me with many things while I was 
flying such as:  

What is your heading? What is the wind 
direction? Your heading is 170°, for VFR, what 
altitude are you supposed to be at (odd or even 
+500)? If you had to put down, where would it 
be? (My instructor actually did that while 
secretly shutting off the fuel to my Cessna 152 
simulating an inflight emergency while heading 
toward Agua Dulce). 

Those who have earned this certificate from the 
FAA know exactly where I’m coming from. Why 
did he have me do that? To get me used to the 
fact that there can be many distractions going 
on while you are flying such as collision 
avoidance, faulty instruments, Automated 
Terminal Information Service transcriptions, 
passenger chatter in the cabin, and airport 
controller instructions. The point is, your primary 
job as pilot in command is to focus on flying the 
airplane above all else. Okay, so one might ask 
why the rambling preamble? 

Flying our models is no different than flying full-
scale aircraft. The laws of gravity are the same 
and are just as unforgiving, especially when you 
lose focus. 

Case in point: One Sunday I was having a great 
day at our little electric field. The soccer season 
finished so we weren’t booted off the field at 

8:30 a.m. The weather was cold, but not so cold 
that your fingers lost feeling and more 
importantly, there was no wind so we were 
flying longer. 

Now, while parks and recreation allows us to 
share this field with the soccer foundation, it is 
still a public park and the public (dog walkers, 
runners, and anyone generally looking for a 
shortcut) can be on the field. This particular 
Sunday, there were several folks out with their 
dogs, one in particular that thought it was a 
good idea to just stand in the landing pattern 
while his beloved pups "did their business." He 
was told once while standing in the middle of 
the field that he had to move out of harm’s. 

I was flying my E-flite Taylorcraft (my favorite), 
braving some inverted flying (at high altitude), 
doing rolls, loops, and generally having a lot of 
fun. I decided to work on some slow flying and 
circling at the far end of the field (far from this 
individual). Unfortunately, my concentration and 
focus suddenly shifted towards this him as I 
seemed to be more concerned about his safety 
than for what I had in the air. The thing was, I 
was nowhere near him but I saw out of the 
corner of my eye that another airplane was 
landing close to him. 

When I refocused my attention, my Taylorcraft 
was in a nose dive toward terra firma (Refer to 
the second rule of flying: "airspeed and altitude 
are your best friend," and I had neither). This 
lapse of focus was an instinctive reaction to a 
situation and something I (we) should not allow 
to happen. Unfortunately, it cost me an airplane 
(fortunately, it was only an airplane). 

Losing focus, whether it is using a power saw, 
driving (that includes cell phone distractions), or 
anything that takes our attention from the job at 
hand, can have disastrous consequences. As 
for me, I picked up the remains of my beloved 
"T-Cart," licking my wounds, and yes, I did get 
another Taylorcraft (Gorilla Glue couldn’t fix this 
one). 
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Meeting of April 1st at LFE Field 

Meeting called to order by Farin 11:00 am 

Introduction of Guest/New Members Terry 

O'Rourke 

Approval of minutes of last meeting. No minutes 

Committee Reports 

Membership: Lou Rodriquez 188 members.  

Treasurers Report Bilotti gave report 

Events Chair: Innovation Fair April 15th Fun Fly 

May 10 

Instructors Report: Training of new members on 

going.  

Quartermaster Report: All Ok.  

Safety Officer Report: Call out, Talk loud, 

Respond Do low passes south of center line 

and fly pattern. 

Field Maintenance: Tractor needs repair. 

Replace LFE sign when ground dries out. 

Technology Group: Runway cam needs repair 

New Business: Always replace chain and lock 

to gate when going out to open field.  New lease 

with Livermore. Club Charter for 2023 renew. 

 

 

Show and Tell :  None 

Adjournment: 11:25 

Next Meeting  May 6th. 

 

 

The Secretary’s 

Report 
 
By Jerry Crans 
LFE Secretary 


